Archaeology of the Overseas Chinese in Australia, New Zealand and Papua New Guinea: a select bibliography

Peter Bell, Gordon Grimwade and Neville Ritchie

This bibliography is intended as a research tool to assist in the archaeological study of places occupied by people of Chinese origin in Australia, Papua New Guinea (while it was under Australian administration) and New Zealand in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. It concentrates on sources helpful to the study of material culture and the physical manifestations of settlement. Generally, the bibliography lists only those sources whose principal subject matter is the activities of Chinese in Australasia, and histories which contain only brief or incidental mentions of Chinese are not included. Some local and regional histories of a more general nature are included in cases where the Chinese numerically dominated the settlement of the district or played a substantial role in a major local industry, for example in the Northern Territory, where Chinese were the majority of the population from 1879 to 1910.

Studies of a political and social nature are also included where they provide general background to Chinese settlement, or if they give references to potentially useful source materials. Theses and other scholarly works are liberally represented even though their subject matter might be of little archaeological interest, because they usually have good bibliographies. Some contemporary polemic articles are included for the social background they provide, but the bibliography does not seek to give a comprehensive coverage of the literature on racial attitudes.

The bibliography lists sources identified in the bibliographies of existing publications and reports, library catalogues and the HERA Database. An effort has been made to inspect every source cited and verify information, but some entries have simply been repeated in good faith from the work of others. The bibliography is lightly annotated in square brackets, principally to elucidate entries whose subject matter and usefulness might not be evident from the title and imprint. No attempt has been made to compile an index of places and subjects, although the compilers recognise this would greatly increase the bibliography’s value, and it is hoped an index will be added at a later stage of the project. The bibliography is also in preparation as a Filemaker Pro database, which may be available for sale through ASHA in the future.

There is a wealth of additional material in extensive primary sources such as newspapers, annual reports of government departments and archival correspondence which are beyond the scope of this bibliography, although some particularly valuable individual documents within such series are included here. The major public libraries and archives have comprehensive indexes to sources of these kinds in their collections.
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*Report on the Initial Archaeological Survey of the Doughboy Creek Gold Project*, (Brisbane, report to Australian Groundwater Consultants Pty Ltd) [Doughboy Creek is on the Palmer Goldfield]
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*Report on the Initial Archaeological Survey of the Jessop Creek Gold Project*, (Brisbane, report to Australian Groundwater Consultants Pty Ltd) [Jessop Creek is on the Palmer Goldfield]
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Bell, P 1983
Pine Creek: a report to the National Trust of Australia (Northern Territory) on an archaeological assessment of sites of historic significance in the Pine Creek district, (James Cook University, report to the National Trust, Northern Territory) [Includes some Chinese mining and settlement sites, temple sites and cooking ovens]

Bell, P 1991
"Health, Diet and Mortality among Nineteenth Century Alluvial Miners in Tropical Queensland", in R MacLeod & D Denoon (eds) Health and Healing in Tropical Australia and Papua New Guinea, James Cook University pp166-177 [Refers to diet and health of Chinese miners]
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Blainey, G 1963
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Campbell, F [1985?] *Interpretation of Cultural Heritage at Pine Creek*, (Darwin, report to the National Trust, Northern Territory)

Campbell, F 1986
"A Forgotten Empire", *Heritage Australia* 5, no. 4, pp35-38 [Mining career of Ping Que in the Pine Creek district 1874-1885]
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"Archaeological Survey of Alluvial Gold Workings (S44/44), Sulky Creek, Westland", *Archaeology in New Zealand* 32, no. 3, pp147-161 [Published report based on 1987 survey]
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*Report on the Excavations of the Fong On Family Residence, Atherton Chinatown,* (Material Culture Unit, James Cook University, report to the Queensland Department of Environment and Heritage) [Archaeology of a prominent maize trader's dwelling and store]
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Dempsey, F 1980
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*Diaries, Inland Tour Reports, Roll of Chinese* (in New Zealand 1883-1913) and other papers held in the Hocken Library, Dunedin, and the Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington [See Ritchie 1986b for specific references. Reverend Alexander Don, a Presbyterian Minister, was given the momentous assignment of converting the Chinese miners on the southern goldfields to Christianity. Although he largely failed in this endeavour his voluminous recorded observations about the Chinese miners are an invaluable historic record]
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Chinese Immigration to New Zealand in the Nineteenth Century, MA thesis, University of New Zealand (Victoria)
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